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Abstract
This tutorial covers an introduction to Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGM), such as Bayesian Networks and Markov Random Fields, for reasoning under uncertainty in intelligent systems. Basic terminology, formal concepts, representational and inference issues will be discussed, starting from basic notions about probability theory, in such a way that the novice and the less skilled in the field will be able to follow the details. Further reading and software packages and frameworks will also be discussed.

Overview
The tutorial aims at introducing notions and algorithms for Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGM) in Artificial Intelligence (AI). PGMs are the main AI formalism for dealing with uncertain knowledge and reasoning, which is one of the most important aspects to be addressed in the construction of an intelligent agent, especially in the context of decision-support intelligent systems. PGMs are grounded on both probability calculus and graph theory and represent an effective tool for the construction of intelligent decision support systems. After a short review of probability calculus and of the interpretation of probability, we discuss different types of PGMs, namely directed models like Bayesian Belief Networks and undirected models such as Random Markov Fields. Both representational and algorithmic issues are discussed, pointing out potential applications and extensions.

The target audience consists in graduate students, researchers or professionals who want to be acquainted with the formalism, in order to be able to apply it in the construction of intelligent systems, able to reason with uncertain knowledge and evidence. Familiarity with probability calculus and with graph theory may be useful, but basic concept needed to capture the essential notions of PGMs are reviewed during the tutorial.

Tutorial’s content
The tutorial is divided into two main parts.
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Part 2

The second part is devoted to the algorithmic issues concerning the inference task on PGMs; both exact approaches and approximate algorithms are introduced and discussed. Hints on possible extensions and to the use of specific development tools are also provided. This part is detailed as follows:

- Factor graphs as a unifying model for inference in directed and undirected PGM:
  - definitions;
  - sum-product algorithm for inference on factor graphs;
- Exact inference in PGMs:
  - belief propagation and junction tree algorithm;
  - Shafer-Shenoy architecture vs Hugin architecture (hints);
- Approximate inference in PGMs:
  - stochastic simulation methods and Markov Chain Monte Carlo;
  - Logical sampling, likelihood weighting and Gibbs sampling for inference on PGMs;
- Hints on possible extensions:
  - Dynamic Bayesian Networks;
  - Decision Networks;
- Development tools and frameworks:
  - Genie/Smile\(^1\);
  - BNT Matlab/Octave toolbox\(^2\);

Useful References

Different textbooks and papers can be used to get an in-depth understanding of the tutorial’s topics, among them:

- D. Koller, N. Friedman. *Probabilistic Graphical Models: principles and techniques*, MIT Press, 2009. It is the most comprehensive guide to the world of Probabilistic Graphical Models, covering all the topics introduced in the tutorial and much more.
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\(^1\)https://www.bayesfusion.com/

\(^2\)https://github.com/bayesnet/bnt